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Absorbents
OIL ONLY 8’ Cotton 

Absorbent Socks

Made in the USA

100% USA grown cotton is used 
inside sleeve; no filler ever used. 
This creates consistent absorbency.

Durable white 
polypropylene 
sleeve with 
bonded seam 
creates a very 
strong sleeve.

Cotton is packed tightly into 
casing for maximum absorbency.

Product Number: 82872

Sock Size:    3" x 8'

Quantity Per Case: 20/box

Color: White

Cases Per Pallet: 12 cases

TI: 4 cases/layer

HI: 3 layers/pallet

Case Dimensions: Length: 23"

 Width: 20"

Height: 30.6"

Case Weight: 36 lbs

Pallets Per Truck: 30

UPC: N/A

EverSoak® OIL ONLY Cotton 
Absorbent Socks - 8' EverSoak® OIL ONLY 8’ Absorbent Socks are 

made with 80% cotton and are perfect for spill 
response as well as outdoor MRO (Maintenance, 
Repair & Operations) applications as they soak 
up hydrocarbon based spills but not water

 Soaks up oil, diesel fuel, grease, transmission 
fluid, hydraulic fluid, coolants and many other 
fluids except water

 Provides great moldability allowing the sock to 
easily wrap around the base of a machine or the 
perimeter of a spill

 Helps spill contractors working on government 
contracted sites meet requirements for using 
green products

 Ash content is 1.8% per ASTM D482

 11,580 BTU/lb per ASTM D5468 

 Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.22(a)(2)

Caution: Not fire retardant. Not intended for use with 
aggressive acids or caustics. Dispose of all sorbent 
materials in accordance with local, state and federal 
regulations.

EverSoak® Series 
OIL ONLY 8’ Cotton Absorbent Socks

Absorbs up to 
52 gallons of 
oil per case*
* per ASTM F726-06

The Seal of Cotton and cotton enhanced™ are trademarks of Cotton IncorporatedOIL
Absorbs

Repels
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Made in the U.S.A.

EverSoak® is a truly innovative green 
sorbent product with an oil only line that 
is made with 80% cotton, a naturally 
renewable resource. EverSoak® is up to
twice as absorbent as the leading 
competitors’ meltblown sorbents, 
according to independent lab tests, 
which helps reduce usage.

Sellars uses recycled cotton, grown 
in the USA, to produce the Oil Only 
EverSoak® products. We have 
developed a proprietary manufacturing 
process to use natural cotton, a 
renewable resource and one of the most 
absorbent natural fibers in the world, to 
create a sorbent product that is up to 
85% more absorbent than the leading 
competitors’ meltblown sorbents. Our 
Oil Only product line uses raw materials 
that allow you to “Break Free” from 
your dependence on oil based sorbents.

Oil Only
Absorbents

100% USA grown cotton is 
used inside sleeve to create 

consistent absorbency; 
no filler ever used

White polypropylene
coverstock on 
outside of sock

Cotton is packed tightly into a 
casing for maximum absorbency

Cotton absorbent 
core made with 
Q-CEL® Technology

 

      Why EverSoak® 
is more absorbent

The Seal of Cotton and cotton enhanced™ are trademarks of Cotton Incorporated
OIL

Absorbs
Repels

EverSoak® OIL ONLY 4’ 
Cotton Absorbent Sock

Product Number: 82870

Sock Size:    3” x 4’

Quantity Per Case: 40/box

EverSoak® OIL ONLY 8’ 
Cotton Absorbent Sock

Product Number: 82872

Sock Size:    3” x 8’

Quantity Per Case: 20/box

EverSoak® OIL ONLY 12’ 
Cotton Absorbent Sock

Product Number: 82871

Sock Size:    3” x 12’

Quantity Per Case: 10/box
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